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The EDIFICIO controller system (including heating, shading device and artificial lighting
controllers) has been tested on the occupied LESO-PB office building, and the following
issues have been checked:
o the correct operation of the controller (using common sense evaluation)
o the energy saving and comfort improvement potential, when compared to a conventional

controller
o the user's satisfaction

This paper shows the results concerning these issues.

Experimental set-up

Two rooms have been used for the experiments. One room is equipped with the EDIFICIO
system and one room with a conventional controller (no automatic blind control, no automatic
artificial lighting control, proportional heating controller with saturation). The control system

is hosted by a computer, which controls both rooms. The conversation between the computer,
the actuators and the sensors is done via a LonworksrM bus with the standard protocol
"Dynamic Data Exchange" (for details, see I FSO paper 21 "Experimental Set-up for LESO
Building: Measurements and Software Structure " dated 1I.4.L999).
In order to reduce the experimental bias, due to the room characteristics and the user

behaviour, the EDIFICIO controller is periodically (typically, every two weeks) replaced by
the conventional controller while in the other room the conventional controller is replaced by
the EDIFICIO controller. For the results analysis, the time each controller has worked in a
room is taken into account (for details, see T FSO paper 33 "Measurement Methodology"
dated 12.6.2000).

The experiments have been undertaken in two phases.

1. Experimental set-up phase
Period of the experimental test phase at LESO: 04.11.2000 ) 27.01.2000.
During this period the EDIFICIO system was running, but since there were still many
bugs, the data are not very reliable. Anyway they have been stored, and some of them
could be interesting for further studies.

2. "Real" experiments phase
Period of the "real" experiments at T FSO: 27.01.2000 ) 25.07.2000.
During this period the EDIFICIO system was working quite good, and only very minor
bugs have been fixed. That means there are available data for nearly 6 months of
experiments.
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Controller operation: check on short periods

Shading device controller
Figure 1 shows some qualitative results concerning the blind and artificial lighting operation.
Two days of experiments are shown. The first day is a working day (Friday, January 7th
2000) and the second one is a day-off (Saturday, January Sth).
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Figure l: Global solar irradionce, presence and blind position provided by the integrated
controller, Day 8.00 corresponds to Saturday, January |th 2000 at midnight

During the working day (day 7), the user has left the room for a short time each in the
morning and in the afternoon, and he had a longer lunch break at noon. The last peak in the
presence graph corresponds to the coming of the cleaning staff. The corresponding blind
position shows that when the user is present, the blind has a very low position (<0.2) for glare

considerations (winter + sunny day - high glare risk) and when the user is absent, the blind is
completely open for thermal considerations. In the evening, the user is present while the solar
irradiance is low, then the blinds are completely open in order to have a maximum of day
lighting.
Since the measuring season was winter and the user was not present the day 8, the blind was

open during this day in order to accept the maximum of solar gains and closed during the
night in order to have a better thermal insulation of the window.
Concerning the artificial lighting controller, the day 7 (user present) shows that it operates
correctly, bringing additional lighting only when it is necessary: early in the morning and late
in the evening when the natural lighting was not sufficient and when somebody was in the
room.
Moreover, it has to be said that the user has not interacted with the shading device controller
during the whole working day (day 7), which means the visual comfort provided by the
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controller was probably sufficient. Questionnaires that are filled in by the user twice or three

times a day have confirmed it. These questionnaires give information about the visual
comfort, the thermal comfort and the user opinion about the automatic system.

Heating controller
A new version of the heating controller has been developed and implemented. It uses an

energy-saving setpoint applied during nights and weekends. Figure 2 shows the results

concerning the new thermal controller (the previous version was giving very bad results). It
corresponds to eight days in the year 2000 from Thursday, February 10th to Thursday

February l7th. The inside temperatures in the two rooms (one with the EDIFICIO controller
and one with the conventional controller) are shown in parallel with the heating power
profiles of the two controllers. The temperature setpoint was 22"C in both rooms.
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Figure 2: Inside temperatures and corresponding heating power profiles, Day 41.00
corresponds to Thursday, Februory l)th 2000 at midnight
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The EDIFICIO controller shows a very interesting advantage compared to the conventional
controller. It avoids overheating (Day 4I for instance) in the aftemoon by taking into account
the solar gains.
It should be noted that the steps of the heating power of the conventional controller are due to
a discretisation of the inside temperature measurement. Since the heating power is calculated
using the inside temperature, a discretisation of this latter leads to a discretisation of the

heating power.

Resu/fs.' Fi les description

The results data files are separated in two categories: ESMQ and Matlab depending on their
origin. ESMQ is the software used for the monitoring of all the available data in the LESO
building. This software is very similar to the ESM software, but it has been developed directly
by the LESO in order to solve some problems of the latter during the experimental set-up

phase.

The ESMQ results files are CSV files (Comma Separated File), which are readable by many
programs. There are also ESMQ files in a LOG format, which contains information about the

recording of the variables and the effors.

The Matlab files are MAT files that contains workspace variable for Matlab.

All these results files have been compressed in six ZIP files saved on six floppies:
LESO_Results ESMQ_old
LESO_Results ESMQ_I
LESO_Results ESMQ_2
LES O_Results_Matlab_o1d
LES O_Results_Matlab_ 1

LES O_Results_Matlab_2

The results data of the experimental set-up phase period coming from Matlab are stored in
"LESO_Results_Matlab_old" and the ones coming from ESMQuick are stored in
"LESO_Results ESMQ_old"

The results data of the "real" experiments period are stored in "T.ESO_Results ESMQ_I" and
"T FSO_Results ESMQ_2" for the data coming from ESMQ and in
"LESO_Results_Matlab_1" and "LESO_Results_Matlab_2" for the data coming from Matlab.

Period begin Period end Room with
EDIFICIO

Data files of
ESMO

Data files of
Matlab

LESO Zip
files number

27.01.2000 09.02.2000 r_8 204 204 0902 recordvaro9O2 1

09.02.2000 17.02.2000 LE2O3 203 t702 recordvarl702 1

18.02.2000 01.03.2000 t_8 203 203_2502
203 0103

recordvar0l03 1

01.03.2000 13.03.2000 r_8 203 * recordvar1303 1

14.03.2000 27.03.2000 LE2O3 * recordvar2903 1

27.03.2000 29.03.2000 t_8 203 203 2903 recordvar2903 1

29.03.2000 01.05.2000 LE 204 204 0t05 recordvar0504'
recordvar0105

1



01.05.2000 05.06.2000 LE 203 203_0506 recordvar1805
recordvar2205
recordvar0506

1

05.06.2000 26.06.2000 [i,204 204_0606
204_t406
204 r406',
zo+ zaoa

recordvar26O6 2

26.06.2000 11.07.2000 LE'2O3 203 tt01 recordvarl 107 2

12.07.2000 20.07.2000 LE.2O4 204 2007 recordvar2007 2

20.07.2000 25.07.2000 LE 203 203 2507 recordvar25OT 2
* These data have not been recorded because of hardware problems in the VNR datalogger

Table I: list of available files of the real experiments phase

For instance, the data coming from ESMQ for the period 26.06.2000 ) n.07.2000 are stored

in the file 203_1107, which is located in the zipflle LESO_Results ESMQ_2, and the data

coming from Matlab for the same period are stored in the file recordvarll07, which is
located in the zip file LESO_Results_Matlab].

N.B.: All the following results are coming from the "real" experiments phase (27.01.2000 >
25.07.2000) and not from the experimental set-up phase.

En ergy co ns u m ptio n co mparisons

The total energy consumption results (heating + artificial lighting + electrical appliances) are

presented independently for the three different seasons. It should be noticed that the energy
consumption includes the energy used by the IRC and all the sensors and actuators. So, the
fact that the EDIFICIO system consumes more electrical energy than the conventional system
(more blinds movement, for instance) is taken into account.

System
EDIFICIO in

room A (21 days)
EDIFICIO in

room B (13 days)
Total energy

consumption (and

corresponding power)
(34 days)

EDIFICIO

Conventional

154.5 MJ

276.9I0/4J

121.8 MJ

180.0 MJ

276.3 MJ (= 94W)

456.9 MJ (= 156W)

Table 2: Results of the controllerfor the period: 27 January 2000 - I March 2000

The EDIFICIO controller leads to 40Vo of energy savings in winter.

System
EDIFICIO in

room A (28 days)
EDIFICIO in

room B (33 days)
Total energy

consumption (and

corresponding power)
(61 days)

EDIFICIO 165.0 MJ 139.3 MJ 304.3 MJ (= 58W)



Conventional t72.8MJ T54,7 MJ 327.5 MJ (= 62W)

Table 3: Results of the controllerfor the period: I Mqrch 2000 - I May 2000

The EDIFICIO controller leads to 7%o of energy savings in mid-season.

System
EDIFICIO in

room A (45 days)
EDIFICIO in

room B (29 days)
Total energy

consumption (and

corresponding power)
(74 days)

EDIFICIO

Conventional

157.1MJ

195.7 MJ

94.3 MI

t09.2Ml

251.4 MJ (= 39W)

304.9 MJ (- 48W)

Table 4: Results of the controllerfor the period: I May 2000 - 25 July 2000

The EDIFICIO controller leads to l87o of energy savings in summer.

System
EDIFICIO in

room A (94 days)
EDIFICIO in

room B (75 days)
Total energy

consumption (and

corresponding power)
(169 days)

EDIFICIO

Conventional

476.6r[([t

645.4l0/dJ

355.4 MJ

443.9 MJ

832.0 MJ (= 57W)

1089.3 MJ (= 75W)

Table 5: Results of the controller for the whole period: 27 January 2000 - 25 July 2000

The energy consumption in both rooms is clearly lower with the EDIFICIO system. It has

saved 24%o of energy consumption in comparison with the conventional controller over the
whole experiments period.

Analysis:

Total energy consumption (measured)

Conventional:
EDIFICIO:

1090 MJ
830 MJ

=> EDIFICIO saves 26OMJ during the whole period, that means 24Vo of total energy
consumption.

The fact the conventional heating controller has no night setback may lead to have over-
estimated good results for the EDIFICIO controller. In order to ensure the good results, two
simulations have been done to evaluate the energy savings of the night setback for a
conventional heating controller. The simulation tool used is the tool developed in the

SMARTWINDOW project by Simone Molteni (LESO-PB) because it was easier to configure
for these simulations than the EDIFICIO simulation package (see Appendix A for a detailed
description of the simulations).



The simulation results show that the implementation of a night setback only reduces the total
energy consumption of Soh.It may be explained by the fact that the heating energy represents

only l1%o of the total energy consumption in the LESO building (these values are coming
from the simulation), while the appliances and the artificial lighting represents abofi 40Vo

each. So, the energy savings concerning the heating system do not influence very much the

total energy consumption even if the heating system is very efficient.

It has been calculated that about 5 MJ (0.5% of the total energy consumption) has been saved

thanks to the supplementary insulation (blinds down) during night.

So, in conclusion there is L8.5%o (247o - 5Vo - 0.57o) of energy savings, which remains to be

explained. Firstly a better use of solar gains leads to quite large energy savings (see figure 1).

The main part of the free solar gain accepted corresponds to energy savings for the heating
system. Secondly, thanks to the prediction capability of the EDIFICIO controller, it reduces

the heating power during the night and the morning when it knows that solar gains will
provide a large amount of solar energy in the afternoon, which avoids overheating and

resulting discomfort. Thirdly, the last contribution for the energy saving is the better
management of the artificial lighting. For instance, it switches off the lights as soon as the
latter is not needed anymore (when the natural lighting is sufficient or when the user is not
present for more than 15 minutes).

Comfort comparison

Thermal comfort
In order to compare the thermal comfort provided by the EDIFICIO controller and the

conventional one, PMV calculations have been done on the whole experiments period. Since

the temperature sensors used for the control (linked to the IRC board) have been calibrated
with big difficulty and without any confidence, it has been chosen to use for both rooms the

ventilated temperature measured by the VNR datalogger. These temperatures are more
reliable and the PMVs have been calculated from these values.

The variable "cool-discomfort" is the fraction of presence time during which the PMV is

between -0.5 and -1.0.
The variable "warm-discomfort" is the fraction of presence time during which the PMV is
between 0.5 and 1.0.
The variable "cold-discomfort" is the fraction of presence time during which the PMV is less

than -1.0.
The variable "hot-discomfort" is the fraction of presence time during which the PMV is more
than 1.0.

The results are presented in the tables 6 and7.

Room Total time
of presence
lhoursl

cold-
discomfort

cool-
discomfort

Comfort warm-
discomfort

hot-
discomfort

A TEDIFICIO) 371 07o 0.57o 65.5Vo 337o L7o

B (Conventional) 208 OVo 07o 7O7o 227o 8Vo



Table 6: Discomfort timefractionfor the experiments periodwhen EDIFICIO was in the

room A.

Table 7: Discomfort time fractionfor the experiments period when EDIFICIO was in the

room B.

Clearly, both systems provide a quite good thermal comfort in the room. During 213 of
presence time the comfort in the room is good. There is never a cold-discomfort, and very
rarely a cool-discomfort with the EDIFICIO system. The latter comes from the fact that
sometimes the system does not heat because it predicts overheating in the afternoon and

accepts a little bit cool-discomfort in the morning in order to avoid a large overheating in the

afternoon. The figure 3 illustrates this issue.
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Figure 3: Inside temperature and presence in the EDIFICIO room during day 3Ls January
2000.

Moreover, this preventing of overheating explains why the EDIFICIO controller leads less

often to hot-discomfort than the conventional controller.
In fact, in the EDIFICIO room, the hot-discomfort is prevented, and only a warm-discomfort
appears. The results of the larger warm-discomfort in the EDIFICIO room than in the
conventional one are then also explained, because the main hot-discomfort periods are

"shifted" in warm-discomfort period.

Visual comfort
We have used the PIECLE method for evaluating the visual comfort. David Francioli
(Institute of Occupational Health Sciences in Lausanne, Switzerland) has shown that a
sufficient estimation of the visual quality of a work place could be done with the

Room Total time
of presence
lhoursl

cold-
discomfort

cool-
discomfort

Comfort warm-
discomfort

hot-
discomfort

B (EDIFICIO) 3t7 07o 0.57o 65.57o 307o 47o

A (Conventional) 221 07o 07o 69Vo 267o 5%io



consideration of only vertical and horizontal illuminances at the work place. The idea is to use

only two sensors: one that measures horizontal illuminance on desk and one that measures

vertical illuminance near the eyes of the user. The method gives an estimation of the visual
quality at the work place through the percentage of unsatisfied people. There is a lot of work
in the background of this method. In fact one hundred of work places have been study in order

to produce it. The method is explained in detail in the reference [1].

The percentage of dissatisfied people (PPD) has been translated in a quality of the visual
comfort, using the following standard conversion.

PPD Visual Comfort
25Vo ) 37.57o

37.57o ) 50Vo

50Vo ) 75Vo

757o ) I007o

A (EDrFrCrO)
B (Conventional)

B (EDrFrCrO)
A (Conventional)

91 07o

59 l2%o

Good

Fair

Bad

Very bad

Note:25Vo is the minimum value of PPD (similar to the minimum of 570 of PPD for the thermal comfort)

Table 8: Translation of the PPD in quality of visual comfort

The fraction of time during which the visual conditions were in each category of comfort is
given in the tables 9 and 10.

Total time of Very bad Bad Fair Good
Room hours

96
38

47o

L7o

OVo

47o

Z%io

13Vo

L77o

97o

247o
7%b

797o

867o

74%o

687o

Table 9: Comfortfraction of time distribution (EDIFICIO system in room A)

Total time of Very bad Bad Fair Good

Room ce [hours

Table 10: Comfortfraction of time distribution (EDIFICIO system in room B)

Using the PIECLE method, the EDIFICIO controller seems to provide more often an

acceptable visual comfort (Good and Fair conditions) than the conventional one. In the first
case (EDIFICIO in room A) the fraction of time of acceptable visual comfort is similar (967o

for EDIFICIO and 957o for conventional), but in the second case @DIFICIO in room B),
EDIFICIO is definitely better (987o of time of acceptable visual comfort for EDIFICIO and

only 75Vo for the conventional). Moreover, the EDIFICIO system always avoids the very bad

visual comfort, which is not the case for the conventional (up to l27o of time of very bad

visual comfort).
These good results are simply explained by the fact that in the conventional room there is no
automatic control for the blinds, and that the user does not interact regularly with the blinds
system. For instance, he immediately closes the blinds since direct sunlight enters the room



but he does not raise up again the blinds in the afternoon, which could lead to a lack of
daylighting at dusk.
So, the automatic control applied on the blinds seems to fulfil its purpose: the visual comfort
is improved, and there is a better management of the solar gains (in both "user present" and
"user absent" cases).

User's satisfaction

The questionnaires (shown in the LESO paper 30 "First results of full-size experiments at

IESO" dated 24.11.L999), which have been regularly filled by the users, have been very
useful in the experimental set-up phase in order to find the numerous bugs in the controller
systems.
In these questionnaires, the number of user interactions with the system is evaluated, and the

results are given in the table 11.

Control system EDIFICIO Conventional
Average number of
interactions per dav

3.1 3.2

Standard deviation t.6 1.8

Table I l: Number of interactions per doy of the user with the automatic control system

Although these results are not very reliable (not regularly enough given by the users), one

may conclude that the EDIFICIO system does not need more interactions than the
conventional system in order to get comfortable conditions.
At the end of the experiments, one of the user is rather satisfied with the EDIFICIO system

and would prefer to keep this system instead of coming back to a conventional system, while
the other is greatly angry towards the automatic system and is looking forward to get back to
the conventional controller.
The questionnaires have shown that the user is quickly angry at the automatic system when it
does not take into account his wishes. For example, the user does not like the current blind
position and he moves it. The automatic blind control is then held up during a certain amount
of time (typically during one hour) in order to avoid moving the blind again to the position
disliked by the user. But since the user's wish is not taken into account in the long-term by the

system, the automatic control will keep giving an inadequate blind position.
In our very small sample of users (2), only 507o of people are satisfied with the EDIFICIO
system. That strongly demonstrates the need of a long-term adaptation to the user wishes in
order to increase the percentage of satisfied people who will use the EDIFICIO system.

Conclusions
The performance of the system has been studied for a long period including winter, mid-
season and summer, and the results are good on the three periods. On the whole period of
experiments (nearly six months), the EDIFICIO system has saved a very interesting amount
of energy (25Vo) while keeping quite a good thermal comfort level and even improving the
visual comfort level. This is explained by the energy efficiency control of blinds and also by
the smart heating controller with the energy-saving setpoint applied during nights and
weekends.



The users' satisfaction is the critical point. Only one of the two users has been satisfied with
the EDIFICIO system. The conclusion is that the system should adapt on a long-term basis to

the user's wishes while keeping, from an energy point of view, the most efficient possible

control of the blinds.
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Appendix A : Supplementary simulations for energy consumption analysis

For simulations the natural ventilation rate has been set to 0.12 h-1, which comes from
measurement done in the test rooms with the windows and doors closed. The internal gain due

to the appliances is set to 50W all the time. The presence schedule is fixed to 9.00 - 18.00

with a lunch break between 13.00 and 14.00.

The heating controller is a proportional heating controller with saturation (maximum
deviation of 4'C). If the inside temperature setpoint is set to 22"C, the heating controller will
give the maximum power at 18'C and will be turned of at22"C.

In the first simulation (without night setback) the heating controller is always heating as

described above.
In the second simulation (with night setback) the heating controller is heating from 6.00 to
18.00 with the given setpoint (22'C) and the rest of the time with the night setback setpoint of
18'C.

The simulations have been done exactly on the same period that the experiments have been

undertaken, that means from the 27 January to the 25 July.
The energy consumption results (including heating, artificial lighting and electrical
appliances) are given in the following table.

Total energy
Simulated system consumption on the

whole period
Conventional with
night setback

1489 MJ

Conventional without .,TZ.,J
nisht setback

The SMARTWINDOW simulation tool does not contain the exact description of the LESO
rooms used in the EDIFICIO project and the weather dataare only synthetic values but it still
is a quite good simulation tool. The energy consumption in the simulated case (1.6 GJ) is
rather similar to the energy consumption in the experimental case (1.1 GJ) for the
conventional controller. That ensures that the simulation tool is reliable and that its results
may be used for the analysis.

The results show that the implementation of a night setback reduces the total energy
consumption of 5"/o for a conventional controller.


